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LIGHT NEUTRINO PROPAGATION IN MATTERWITHOUT HEAVY NEUTRINO DECOUPLINGFraniso del ÁguilaDepartamento de Físia Teória y del Cosmosand Centro Andaluz de Físia de Partíulas Elementales (CAFPE)Universidad de Granada 18071 Granada, Spaine-mail: faguila�ugr.esand Marek ZraªekInstitute of Physis, University of SilesiaUniwersyteka 4, 40-007 Katowie, Polande-mail: zralek�us.edu.pl(Reeived July 26, 2002)Dediated to Stefan Pokorski on his 60th birthdayWe review the propagation of light neutrinos in matter assuming thattheir mixing with heavy neutrinos is lose to present experimental limits.The phenomenologial impliations of the non-unitarity of the light neu-trino mixing matrix for neutrino osillations are disussed. In partiular weshow that the resonane e�et in neutrino propagation in matter persists,but for slightly modi�ed values of the parameters and with the maximumredued by a small amount proportional to the mixing between light andheavy neutrinos squared.PACS numbers: 12.15.Ff, 14.60.St, 26.65.+t, 95.85.Ry1. IntrodutionThere is onvining evidene for neutrino masses and mixing, being atleast three light neutrinos with masses . 2:2 eV [1,2℄. In fat LEP has mea-sured the number of light standard neutrinos N� = 2:994� 0:012, exludingnew ones with masses below �MZ=2. Light neutrinos with small ouplings,sterile, and heavy ones are not ruled out, although there are astrophysialand osmologial onstraints on their masses, nature and deay lifetimes [3℄.In order to desribe their interations it is usually assumed that themixing of the three light standard neutrinos is given by a unitary matrix,(2585)



2586 F. del Águila, M. Zraªekand then that their mixing with heavy neutrinos (and the lak of unitarity)is negligible. In pratie this is the ase for see-saw models [4℄. Indeed, if forthe sake of disussion we assume only one light neutrino, the mass matrix� 0 vv M � (1)requires a very heavy Majorana mass, typially of the order of the uni�a-tion sale M � 1015 GeV, to generate light masses m � v2=M � eV, withv � 250 GeV the eletroweak vauum expetation value. As a onsequenethe mixing between light and heavy neutrinos v=M � 10�25, and thus om-pletely negligible. The numerial problem an be improved introduing asmall Yukawa oupling � (v ! �v everywhere), but not evaded. However,one an write down models where the light masses and mixings are notorrelated, allowing in priniple for observable non-deoupling e�ets pro-portional to the mixing between light and heavy neutrinos. In partiular inthe general 2� 2 ase � a �v�v M � (2)the light mass m � a��2v2=M an vanish and at the same time the mixing� �v=M an be relatively large if we �ne tune a. This senario an bemade more natural adding new degrees of freedom. For example, one anwrite models with two heavy neutrinos N and N 0 per family and an e�etiveapproximate symmetry L� +LN �LN 0 implying a mass matrix of the form0� 0 0 �v0 0 M�v M 0 1A ; (3)where a large singlet vauum expetation value M gives a Dira mass tothe heavy neutrinos, whereas the light neutrino is massless and the mixingbetween the light and heavy neutrinos �v=M arbitrary. This is similar tothe light neutrino mass matrix texture obtained imposing the lepton numbersymmetry L�e �L�� �L�� [5℄. Eq. (3) generalises to three families triviallybut leaves three massless neutrinos. If we want to give them a small mass,we an introdue a Majorana mass m0 � M for the heavy neutrino N ,violating the approximate symmetry and induing a light neutrino massm � m0�2v2=M2. An alternative way is to assume that there exists a muhheavier Majorana fermion whih through the see-saw mehanism gives a verysmall mass to the light neutrino, violating also the approximate symmetry(up-left entry), and mixes very little. At any rate, it seems neessary in orderto have small enough neutrino masses and at the same time a relatively largemixing between light and heavy neutrinos, that both have di�erent origin.



Light Neutrino Propagation in Matter without . . . 2587Models with extra dimensions an do the job [6,7℄. A neutral fermion livingin the bulk an redue to a massless right-handed neutrino plus a towerof heavy Kaluza�Klein modes. Then as pointed out in Ref. [7℄ after theeletroweak symmetry breaking the new fermions an mix with a standardneutrino and give a massless mode with a relatively large mixing � �vR,where R is the ompati�ation radius. In this ase the trunation of theKaluza�Klein tower an also generate a tiny neutrino mass � �2v2=Ms,with Ms the mass sale of the underlying (string) theory where the in�niteKaluza�Klein tower is trunated.If one assumes a relatively large departure of the unitary mixing amonglight neutrinos, one must wonder about possibly large ontributions to rareleptoni proesses, e.g. � ! e; � ! ee�e; Z ! e��; : : : . As no suh deayshave been observed, relatively stringent bounds on the mixing between lightand heavy neutrinos and the heavy masses an be derived [8℄. In the fol-lowing independently of their origin we disuss the e�ets of non-deoupledheavy neutrinos in light neutrino physis, in partiular in neutrino osilla-tions.New ontributions to proesses involving only the known fermions as ini-tial and �nal states are typially proportional to the square of the mixingbetween light and heavy neutrinos, and then small and di�ult to observe.This makes proesses forbidden in the absene of suh a mixing partiularlyinteresting. Prime examples are the lepton number violating proesses in-volving harged leptons and CP violating neutrino osillations. If the anglemixing the eletron and tau neutrinos is not small but negligible, no CPviolating neutrino osillation is observable if the light neutrino mixing ma-trix is unitary. This does not need to be the ase if the light neutrinos mixwith heavy ones making the light neutrino mixing matrix non-unitary [9℄.Hereafter we will disuss this possibility following losely Ref. [10℄ but stik-ing mainly to the eigenmass basis desription of neutrino osillations. InSetion 2 we introdue the neutrino bases onvenient for desribing neu-trino propagation in matter [11℄, whih we review in Setion 3. In Setion4 we study the ase of two neutrinos propagating in unpolarised, isotropiand neutral matter, and in Setion 5 we alulate the orretions to theresonane e�et in neutrino osillations. Setion 6 is devoted to onlusions.The mixing with heavy neutrinos implies the loss of unitarity of theMaki�Nakagawa�Sakata (MNS) mixing matrix [12℄ desribing the hargedurrent interations. The same happens if the observed harged leptonsmix with new heavy ones [13℄. The phenomenologial onsequenes are alsosimilar. Both ases are expliit examples of the Standard Model (SM) ex-tensions parametrised in Ref. [14℄. Present limits on rare proesses postponeany observation of these e�ets in neutrino osillations to � fatory experi-ments [15℄.



2588 F. del Águila, M. Zraªek2. Neutrino eigenstatesLet us assume that there are three light ative, ns light sterile and nRheavy neutrinos. So the mass matrix has dimension n = 3 + ns + nR, beingdiagonalised by a unitary matrixUT� MU� = (M�)diag � diag(m1m2:::m3+nsM1:::MnR) ; (4)where U� = � U VV 0 U 0� ; (5)with the (3+ns)�(3+ns)matrix U (nR�nR matrix U 0) desribing the mixingamong the light (heavy) neutrinos and the matries V and V 0 parametris-ing the mixing between the light and heavy neutrinos. Thus, the �avoureigenstates are linear ombinations of the mass eigenstatesj��i = nXi=1(U�� )�ij�ii = 3+nsXi=1 U��ij�ii+ 3+ns+nRXi=3+ns+1V��ij�ii ; (6)with � = 1; 2; 3 standing for e; �; � , respetively. In the harged leptonmass eigenstate basis the �rst three rows of U� parametrise the harged andneutral urrent interations, the orresponding Lagrangians beingLCC = e2p2 sin �W X�=e;�;� nXi=1 �l�� (1� 5) (U�)�i�iW�� + h:: (7)and LNC = e4 sin �W os �W 8<: nXi;j=1 ��i� (1� 5)
ij�j+ 2 Xf=e;p;n �f� �T3f (1� 5)� 2Qf sin2 �W � f9=;Z� ; (8)where T3f andQf are the third omponent of the weak isospin and the hargeof the fermion f , respetively, and 
ij = P�=e;�;� (U�)��i(U�)�j . The non-observation of SM deviations (exept for neutrino osillations) bounds thenew interations. Universality sets limits on the diagonal elements of!�� � (VVy)�� = Æ�� � �UUy��� ; (9)



Light Neutrino Propagation in Matter without . . . 2589and the o�-diagonal ones are mainly onstrained by the non-observation ofthe lepton number violating proesses �! e; �! ee�e; Z ! e��; ::: [8℄!ee < 0:0054 ; !�� < 0:0096 ; !�� < 0:016 ; j!e�j < 0:0001 ; j!�� j < 0:01(10)(assuming no model dependent anellation).Future experiments will improve these bounds or detet new e�ets. Inneutrino osillations with low energy prodution and detetion proesses andheavy neutrinos not propagating large distanes the e�etive �avour statesare obtained trunating Eq. (6)j~��i = ��1� 3+nsXi=1 U��ij�ii � 3+nsXi=1 ~U��ij�ii ; (11)where we have also onventionally inluded the normalisation fator�� = P3+nsi=1 jU�ij2 = p1� !��. These states do not need to be orthog-onal h~��j~��i = (����)�1 (Æ�� � !��) ; (12)reading in the �avour basisj~��i = ��1� 0�j��i � 3+nsX�=1 !��j��i+ nX�=3+ns+1�V 0Uy��� j��i1A : (13)As an example, let us onsider neutrino prodution in the harged urrentproess l��X ! ��Y . If the available mass�m� = ��q(El�� +EX �EY )2 � (~pl�� + ~pX � ~pY )2� (14)is muh smaller than the heavy neutrino masses but muh larger than thelight ones, these will be produed oherently and the amplitudeA(l��X ! ~��Y ) = ��1� 3+nsXi=1 U�iA(l��X ! �iY )' ��1� 3+nsXi=1 U�iU��iASM(l��X ! ��Y )= ��1� (Æ�� � !��)ASM(l��X ! ��Y ) ; (15)where ASM(l��X ! ��Y ) is the SM amplitude for massless neutrinos. Inpartiular �(l��X ! ~��Y ) ' �2��SM(l��X ! ��Y ) : (16)



2590 F. del Águila, M. Zraªek3. Neutrino propagation in matterSimilarly to the ase of photons the oherent sattering of light neutrinosin a medium modi�es their properties. In the �rst ase it gives the indexof refration of light, and for neutrinos it modi�es their e�etive masseshanging substantially their osillation pattern, also showing resonane phe-nomena eventually [11℄. The oherent neutrino sattering is desribed by afour-fermion HamiltonianHfint(x) = GFp2 3+nsXi;k=1 Xa=V;A [��k�a�i℄ h �f� a �gkifa + �gkifa5� fi ; (17)where �V (A) = �(�5) and f stands for the type of matter, eletrons eand nuleons p; n. This Hamiltonian and the ouplings gkifa and �gkifa anbe alulated from Eqs. (7),(8) [10℄. The Feynman diagrams are drawn inFig. 1.
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(a) (b) (c)Fig. 1. Feynman diagrams for neutrino sattering in matter. All three diagramsontribute to neutrino-eletron sattering ni + e� ! nk + e� (f = e), but onlydiagram (a) ontributes to neutrino�nuleon sattering ni+f ! nk+f (f = p; n).gkieV = ��gkieA = U�ekUei + �
ki ��12 + 2 sin2 �W � ;�gkieV = �gkieA = �U�ekUei + 12�
ki;gkifV = ��gkifA = �
ki �T3f � 2Qf sin2 �W � ;�gkifV = �gkieA = ��
kiT3f ; (18)where f = p; n and� = M2WM2Z os2 �W ; T3p = �T3n = 1=2 ; Qp = 1 ; Qn = 0 : (19)



Light Neutrino Propagation in Matter without . . . 2591Then, the interation Hamiltonian for a �i of momentum ~k and heliity �propagating in matter produes a �k with the same momentum and heliityis H intki = Xf ZV=1 d3x 1Nf X~s Z d3p(2�)3�f (~p;~s)�h�k ~k �jhf ~p ~sjHfint(x)jf ~p ~sij�i ~k �i ; (20)where �f (~p;~s) is the distribution funtion for the bakground fermions oftype f , momentum ~p and spin ~s normalised to give the number of fermionsper unit volume Nf �X~s Z d3p(2�)3 �f (~p;~s) : (21)Assuming that the neutrinos are relativisti ~k2 ' E2i;k � m2i;k and usingEqs. (17),(18) we an writeH intki (~k � = �1) = � hH intki (~k � = +1)i�= p2GFXf Nf "gkifV 1�* ~k � ~pj~kjEf +!+ �gkifV �~p � ~sEf ��mf * ~k � ~sj~kjEf +�* (~k � ~p)(~p � ~s)j~kj(mf +Ef )+!# ;(22)where Ef = qm2f + ~p2 and mf are the energy and mass of the f fermion,respetively, hzi � 1Nf X~s Z d3p(2�)3 �f (~p;~s)z(~p;~s) ; (23)and � = �1 (+1) stands for the heliity of the Dira (antineutrinos) andMajorana neutrinos. This Hamiltonian enters the evolution equation forlight neutrinos (expanding to �rst order in H int)i ddt k(~k �; t) = 3+nsXi=1 He�ki  i(~k �; t) ; (24)with  k(~k �; t) = h�k ~k �j (t)i andHe�ki = �m2i12j~kj Æki +H intki (~k �) : (25)



2592 F. del Águila, M. ZraªekAs usual, we have removed the diagonal piees of the e�etive Hamiltonianfor they give global unobservable phases in neutrino osillations. In parti-ular �m2i1 � m2i �m21. With these equations one an evaluate the di�erentprobability amplitudes. We apply them to a simple example in next setion.4. Propagation in an unpolarised, isotropiand eletrially neutral mediumLet us assume that for eah fermion type f matter is unpolarised h~si = 0and isotropi h~pi = 0, and as a whole eletrially neutral Ne = Np 6= Nn. Inthis ase the interation Hamiltonian is momentum and heliity independentH intki (~k �) = p2GF hNe(gkieV + gkipV ) +NngkinV i= p2GF�NeU�ekUei � 12�
kiNn� : (26)For onstant density the evolution equation (24) an be easily solved diag-onalising the e�etive (Hermitian) HamiltonianHe�ki = 12j~kj 0BBBB� 0 0 0 0 � � �0 �m221 0 0 � � �0 0 �m231 0 � � �0 0 0 �m241 � � �... ... ... ... . . .
1CCCCAki+p2GF 3X�;�=1Uyk�0� (Ne � Nn2 ) 0 00 �Nn2 00 0 �Nn2 1A�� U�i= 12j~kj 3+nsXj=1 W ykj ~m2jWji ; (27)where ~m2j are the e�etive (real) masses and Wji the diagonalising (uni-tary) matrix giving the e�etive mass neutrinos as linear ombination of thevauum mass ones. HeneA~��!~��(L) � h~��(0)j~��(t = L)i= ��1� ��1� 3+nsXk;j;i=1U�kW ykje�i ~m2j2j~kjLWji U��i : (28)The � fators result from the normalisation of the e�etive �avour statesin Eq. (11). If we ask for transitions of �avour neutrinos travelling long



Light Neutrino Propagation in Matter without . . . 2593distanes (allowing for heavy neutrinos to deay), these fators must beremoved aording to Eq. (15)A��!��(L) = ����A~��!~��(L) : (29)For illustration we alulate the probability amplitudes for the ase of 2standard families and 1 heavy neutrino. We an as usual parametrise U andV in Eq. (5) with 3 mixing angles and 1 phaseU = 0BB� 1213 s1213�s1223 � 12s23s13eiÆ 1223 � s12s23s13eiÆ 1CCA ; (30)V = � s13e�iÆs2313 � ; (31)where sij; ij stand for sin �ij ; os �ij, respetively, and s13 and s23 are small,with their produts being onstrained by Eq. (10). (U� has the same form asthe mixing matrix for three families but now the third row orresponds to themainly heavy singlet neutrino, and the third olumn to the orrespondingheavy mass eigenstate. The other two phases needed to parametrize U� ingeneral are not observable in neutrino osillations.) We an use the vauumexpressions to learn about the new e�ets. Indeed, taking W equal to theidentity P�e!�e(L) = jA�e!�e(L)j2 = 413 �1� sin2 2�12 sin2�� ; (32)with � = �m221L4j~kj , andP�e!��(L) = 213s213s223 + sin 2�12213 fs13s2323 sin Æ sin 2�+ �sin 2�12 �223 � s213s223�+ os 2�12s13 sin 2�23 os Æ� sin2�	 : (33)The sum of both probabilities is always smaller than 1. In fat if we also addthe probability amplitude for produing the mainly heavy �avour eigenstateP�e!�N (L) (whih one may eventually detet through its deay produts[16℄), we obtain 213, whih is smaller than 1 if the eletron neutrino mixeswith the heavy mass eigenstate, s13 6= 0. Besides, there are CP violatinge�ets even with two families (or with three families and a vanishing mixingbetween the �rst and third one, or two degenerate light masses)�PCP�e!��(L) = P�e!��(L)� P��e!���(L)= 213 sin 2�12s13 sin 2�23 sin Æ sin 2�: (34)



2594 F. del Águila, M. ZraªekAt any rate, all new e�ets are suppressed by at least the produt of twosmall mixings s13 and/or s23, and thus they are bounded by the stringentlimits in Eq. (10). Obviously we all the initial neutrino e and the �nal �but they stand for any two �avours. In fat the larger e�ets are expetedfor �� ! �� transitions.5. Resonant osillation of light neutrinoswithout heavy neutrino deouplingThe same is true for neutrino osillations in matter. For example in thisase the usual resonant behavioursin 2�e� = sin2�12r(2p2GFj~kjNe�m221 � os 2�12)2 + sin2 2�12 (35)writes sin 2�e� = 213 Ap(B � os 2�12)2 +A2 (36)with A2 = "sin 2�12 + p2GFj~kjNn�m221 s13 sin 2�23 os Æ#2+ p2GFj~kjNn�m221 !2 s213 sin2 2�23 sin2 Æ ;B = p2GFj~kj(2Ne �Nn)�m221 213 + p2GFj~kjNn�m221 (223 � s213s223) : (37)Thus the form is the same, but the resonane e�et orresponds to valuesof the parameters orreted by amounts again suppressed by at least theprodut of two small mixings s13 and/or s23. The important point is thatthe maximum sin 2�e� is not 1 but 213 what gives another (di�ult) way tomeasure the mixing between light and heavy neutrinos.6. ConlusionsLight neutrino masses are so small that mixing between light and heavyneutrinos must have a di�erent origin if it is to be observable. This requireseither �ne tuning or models with two di�erent heavy sales. Natural SMextensions realizing this senario are E6 models with two heavy sales ofgauge symmetry breaking. Models with extra dimensions have also typiallytwo suh sales, the ompati�ation and the string sale.



Light Neutrino Propagation in Matter without . . . 2595Independent of its origin one may wonder about the phenomenologialimpliations of having heavy neutrinos with relatively large mixing with theSM ones. This ase does not exhibit the anellations present in the SM withonly three massive light neutrinos but the departure from the SM preditionsis bounded to be small, in fat smaller than the limits quoted in Eq. (10).These bounds result from harged lepton proesses highly suppressed in theSM. New heavy neutrinos manifest in these transitions through their inter-hange in loops; whereas in neutrino proesses they show up at tree level.In any ase it an be proven that the orretions involve at least two powersof the small mixing between light and heavy neutrinos. No suh new e�etshave been observed, the required preision for their detetion demandingimproved measurements of rare harged lepton proesses or neutrino experi-ments at a � fatory. In this ase the main signature is the observation of CPviolation together with no mixing between the �rst and third families. Othere�ets whih are orretions to SM proesses like the sum of probabilitiesnot adding to 1 or modi�ed resonane e�ets will be di�ult to disriminate.At any rate the best plae to look for is in � and � proesses not involving ebeause present limits are less stringent. Besides their masses are larger andit is generally believed that mixing e�ets have some kind of saling withthem, favouring the observation of SM departures in heavy �avours.We thank J. Gluza and J. Santiago for useful omments. The work wassupported in part by the Polish State Committee for Sienti� Researh(KBN) under Grant 2P03B05418, MCYT under ontrat FPA2000-1558,Junta de Andaluía group FQM 101 and the European Community's Hu-man Potential Programme under ontrat HPRN-CT-2000-00149 Physis atColliders. REFERENCES[1℄ D.E. Groom, F. James, R. Cousins, Eur. Phys. J. C15, 191 (2000).[2℄ For a reent review on neutrino physis M.C. González-Garía, Y. Nir,hep-ph/0202058; see also S.M. Bilenky, C. Giunti, W. Grimus, Prog. Part.Nul. Phys. 43, 1 (1999); E.Kh. Akhmedov, in Trieste 1999, Partile physis,p. 103, hep-ph/0001264; J.W.F. Valle, hep-ph/0205216.[3℄ R.N. Mohapatra, P.B. Pal, Massive Neutrinos in Physis and Astrophysis,Letures Notes in Physis, Vol.41, World Sienti�, Singapore 1991.[4℄ M. Gell-Mann, P. Ramond, R. Slansky, in Supersymmetry, eds. D. Freed-man and P. van Nieuwenhuizen North Holland, Amsterdam 1979, p. 315;T. Yanagida, in Proeedings of the Workshop on Uni�ed Theory and BaryonNumber in the Universe, eds. O. Sawada and A. Sugamoto, KEK, Tsukuba,
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